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 Insight Journey

Key Benefits

• Dashboard and email alerts notify changes in traffic 
flow reducing the need for 24×7 monitoring of 
roadworks for incidents or breakdowns 

• No hardware installation minimises set-up cost 
and road worker exposure

• Highly flexible service enables routes to be 
implemented and start reporting journey times minutes 

 Device can easily support additional sensors such 
as pod temperature, pressure, humidity, noise, wind 
speed and direction

Key Features

• Traffic speed and journey time using 
crowdsourced data 

• Interactive map with user definable colour-coded 
routes that change based on road speed 

• Feed journey time information and text to Variable 
Message Signs (VMS) from a single interface 

• Integrated alert system to identify journey time 
changes via email and dashboard 

 Insight Journey

Journey Time Monitoring
Insight® Journey is an integrated online application that aids the 
monitoring, visualisation and analysis of traffic journey times. Journey uses 
floating car data and is often referred to as crowdsourced data removing the need to deploy 
sensors at the roadside. The application utilises this vehicle data to deliver reliable and accurate 
journey time information.  

Journey time data can be a critical asset in the road operator’s battle to keep the traffic flowing, reduce congestion 
and manage incidents on their road network. This intelligence significantly aids the operator in analysing and 
identifying bottlenecks within the network whilst monitoring roadworks and informing drivers of free flowing traffic 
or potential congestion/high pollution spots to enable them to make informed decisions on the route they take.

No hardware required
The Insight Journey application is a flexible solution that enables road operators to monitor the flow of traffic on 
their network and respond accordingly. With no requirement for roadside hardware the system can be deployed 
quickly to manage events, roadworks and associated diversions. It also allows you to keep road users updated with 
information via Variable Message Signs. The extensive reporting system, dashboards and traffic maps enable both 
real-time monitoring and historical analysis to better understand the road network.

Analysis
The Insight Journey application works smarter by providing a set of reporting tools to enable any user to instantly 
analyse the data and gather intelligence utilising visual aids such as charts and heatmaps. Specific times can also 
be monitored, such as 8am or 5pm, to show peak time data. Reports are available for speed and duration, either for 
individual segments or for multiple segments as part of a route and can be scheduled for automatic delivery via email.

Journey Times

Alerts

User configurable alerts enable operators to be notified 
on the dashboard and via email when the journey time 
increases/decreases past a configurable trigger value.

Alerts can be configured to utilise an adaptive algorithm 
that considers historical traffic patterns so that alerts are 
not triggered by the usual peaks and troughs of a particular 
route.

Variable Message Sign (VMS)

Support Journey time information can automatically be fed 
to mobile or permanent VMS to inform drivers of delays 
ahead. VMS management is integrated, and operators can 
override the default and automated messages to respond 
to changing conditions.

Interactive Maps

Journey time information is displayed on maps where 
individual routes are colour coded based on normal, slow, 
or stationary traffic speeds.

Service Flexibility

Administrators can create routes to be monitored on- 
demand. This feature enables data collection for short- 
term temporary surveys, events or roadworks which can be 
re-used as required and other routes may run longer- term 
for analysis and monitoring.

Alerts




